BE GOOD COMPANY
ON THEIR JOURNEY

Creating passenger satisfaction through operational excellence

ARINC SelfPass™ biometric solutions
Our ARINC SelfPass™ biometric solutions provide individual and mutual benefit to airlines, airports and passengers. Using biometrics at touchpoints throughout the airport creates a seamless, stress-free and even safer experience for travelers – from check-in to destination.

With passenger traffic continuing to rise steadily year over year, SelfPass will help airlines and airports deliver a differentiating brand while optimizing operations and staffing to drive revenue.
**AIRLINES**

SelfPass eliminates reliance on humans to flag discrepancies between passengers and their travel documents. It uses biometrics to heighten security and keep people moving at touchpoints throughout airline operations.

With less need for personnel to reduce queues at key touchpoints, airlines have greater staffing flexibility.

The system protects personal data in accordance with privacy laws.

**AIRPORTS**

SelfPass enables biometric verification at every touchpoint of the passenger journey to reduce queues and increase valuable dwell time in the airport.

Because it’s an independent system, integrating SelfPass with any existing infrastructure is incredibly straightforward. This means low deployment costs and no disruption to your operations.

SelfPass supports multiple airlines and identity management service providers simultaneously.

**PASSENGERS**

Woven into every passenger touchpoint, from home to destination, SelfPass enables a faster, safer and more stress-free experience the whole way.

It eliminates the need for passengers to present travel documents at each touchpoint, so their movement through the airport is faster, easier and safer.

Biometric scanning enables passengers to zip through security. Now they can enjoy more time in lounges, airport eateries and shops. When it’s time to board a flight, a quick biometric scan is all they need.

**THE COLLINS AEROSPACE DIFFERENCE**

- We provide a seamless, end-to-end, biometrically enabled solution at all the major airport touchpoints.
- SelfPass integrates multiple airline back-office systems and third-party departure control systems to pull in the needed passenger data sets.
- Hardware independence enables turnkey integration into all end devices, including check-in kiosks, security gates and boarding gates.
- The SelfPass stand-alone system requires minimal integration to existing infrastructure for fast deployment and low impact on day-to-day operation.
- We leverage deep relationships with airports and airlines to create comprehensive solutions.
- By improving the passenger experience with efficient facilitation through the airport, we can help you increase concession revenue and gate usage. All while reducing personnel and enabling staff to focus on passengers needing individual attention.